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IRVINE, Calif. – November 20, 2014 — RealtyTrac® (www.realtytrac.com), the nation’s 
leading source for comprehensive housing data, today released its Q3 2014 U.S. Home 
Flipping Report, which shows that 26,947 single family homes were flipped nationwide 
in the third quarter of 2014 — where a home is purchased and subsequently sold again 
within 12 months — representing 4.0 percent of all U.S. single family home sales, 
down from 4.6 percent in the second quarter of 2014 and down from 5.6 percent in 
the third quarter of 2013 to the 
lowest level since the second quarter 
of 2009. 

 

Investors averaged a gross profit of $75,990 per flip on homes flipped in the third 
quarter of 2014, a 36 percent gross return on the initial investment — not including 
rehab costs and other expenses. The average gross return was up from 35 percent in 
the second quarter but down from 37 percent a year ago. 

“Flipping returned to its historic norm of 4 percent in the third quarter as home price 
appreciation cooled in many of the hot flipping markets across the country,” said 
Daren Blomquist, vice president at RealtyTrac. “Meanwhile, the record-high average 
profits per flip in the quarter demonstrate that flippers are still filling an important 
niche in an aging housing market with historically low levels of new homes being 
built. The most successful flippers are buying older, outdated homes in established 
neighborhoods and rehabbing them extensively to appeal to modern tastes. 

“The markets with an increase in flipping tend to be those with older, distressed, 
inventory still available that flippers can often buy at a discount and add value to,” 
Blomquist continued. “Those discounted distressed properties have become harder to 
find, but a recent jump in scheduled foreclosure auctions could provide more fodder 
for flippers in the next three to six months.” 

Other high-level findings in the report: 

 Metro areas with the most flips in the third quarter were Miami (1,190 flips), 
Los Angeles (1,170 flips), Phoenix (1,147 flips), New York (1,070 flips) and 



Tampa (789 flips). Among these top five, Tampa was the only to post an 
increase in the share of home flips compared to a year ago.  

 Metros with an increasing share of home flips compared to a year ago included 
Louisville, Ky. (up 117 percent), Kansas City (up 66 percent), Boston (up 40 
percent), New Orleans (up 38 percent), and Indianapolis (up 35 percent). 

 Markets with the best return on flips in the third quarter included Baltimore 
(88 percent), Pittsburgh (79 percent), Detroit (61 percent), Richmond, Va. (60 
percent) and Mobile, Ala. (59 percent).  

 Metros with the highest dollar amount of average gross profit on home flips 
included San Francisco, San Jose, Los Angeles, New York, Seattle and San 
Diego, all of which had an 
average gross profit of more 
than $125,000 per flip. 

 

 Flips completed in the third quarter took an average of 185 days to complete, 
down slightly from 187 days in the previous quarter but up from an average of 
133 days for flips completed in the third quarter of 2013.  

 Homes priced below $100,000 represented 20 percent of all homes flipped 
during the quarter, up from 19 percent of all sales in the second quarter and up 
from 18 percent of all sales in the third quarter of 2013.  

 Homes priced $100,000 to $400,000 represented 64 percent of all homes 
flipped during the quarter, down from 65 percent of all flips a year ago, while 
homes with a flipped price of $400,000 to $750,000 represented 12 percent of 
all flips, down from 13 percent a year ago. Flips on homes priced above 
$750,000 accounted for nearly 4 percent of all flips in the third quarter, down 
slightly from a year ago.  

 The best returns on homes flipped in the third quarter were on homes with a 
flipped sale price between $1 million and $2 million, yielding a 45 percent 
average gross return on investment.  Homes in the $100,000 to $200,000 price 
range had the second best return at 43 percent followed by homes in the 
$200,000 to $300,000 price range with an average gross return of 41 percent. 

 Homes built before 1990 accounted for 73 percent of all home flips in the third 
quarter, up from 69 percent of all homes flipped a year ago. Homes built from 
1990 to 1999 accounted for 10 percent of all homes flipped in the third 
quarter, while homes built in 2000 or later accounted for 17 percent of all 
homes flipped in the third quarter.  



 Homes built from 1930 to 1939 yielded a 53 percent gross return on investment 
for flips in the third quarter, the highest gross return of any decade going back 
to 1930. Homes built from 1950 to 1959 came in second with a 47 percent 
return.  

 

Local Broker Perspectives:  
“The practice of flipping has become much more difficult. The margins have been 
drastically reduced, since acquisition and rehab costs have increased,” said Rick 
Koentopp, real estate agent for RE/MAX Alliance, covering the Denver market.  “With an 
extremely active market, the inventory of candidates has dwindled. The appetite to 
do the flips is very strong, but it is harder to identify the properties. Many flippers 
have to potentially accept lower margins, which increases the risk that is involved.” 
  
 “It’s no surprise that home flipping in Seattle has gone down this year given the rise 
in prices and ongoing shortage of inventory. With less than two month’s supply of 
homes available to buyers, demand is high and many are paying above market value,” 
said OB Jacobi, president of Windermere Real Estate, covering the Seattle, Wash., market. 
“These are not ideal conditions for people looking to flip homes and make a profit. 
There are still a few pockets around Seattle that are primed for flipping, but the 



buyers aren’t your traditional flipper. It’s mostly developers, corporate investors, and 
cash buyers who are experienced at flipping homes.” 

“The restored balance in equity across the Ohio markets has greatly reduced the 
overall numbers of foreclosure flips across much of the state,” said Michael Mahon, 
executive vice president and broker at HER Realtors, covering the Columbus, Cincinnati 
and Dayton, Ohio markets. “While these opportunities have become more limited for 
investors, we have noticed pocketed increases in flipping opportunities within the 
primary urban centers of Ohio like Cleveland; as well as the more rural township 
communities where market activity supply is still outpacing demand.” 

“Investors have had a heyday in South Florida over the past five years. These third 
quarter numbers show that good opportunities still exist for those in tune to the 
market,” said Mike Pappas, CEO and President of the Keyes Company representing 
Southern Florida. 

“Flipping activity has receded with price appreciation slowing and margins becoming 
tighter for investors,” said Chris Pollinger, senior vice president of sales at First Team Real 

Estate, covering the Southern California market. “We are expecting price appreciation 
to flatten out in 2015 as affordability continues to constrict.”  

Report methodology 
RealtyTrac analyzed sales deed data and automated valuation data for this report. A 
single family home flip was any transaction that occurred in the third quarter where a 
previous sale on the same property had occurred within the last 12 months.  

Data Licensing and Custom Report Order 
Investors, businesses and government institutions can contact RealtyTrac to license 
bulk foreclosure and neighborhood data or purchase customized reports. For more 

information contact our Data Licensing Department at 800.462.5193 800.462.5193 
or datasales@realtytrac.com. 

About RealtyTrac  
RealtyTrac is a leading supplier of U.S. real estate data, with nationwide parcel-level 
records for more than 129 million U.S. parcels that include property characteristics, 
tax assessor data, sales and mortgage deed records, Automated Valuation Models 
(AVMs) and 20 million active and historical default, foreclosure auction and bank-owned 
properties. RealtyTrac’s housing data and foreclosure reports are relied on by many federal 
government agencies, numerous state housing and banking departments, investment 
funds as well as millions of real estate professionals and consumers, to help evaluate 
housing trends and make informed decisions about real estate.  

 

More information on fix and flip homes in the Twin Cities prepared by Home Destination: 



Investor Competition to Buy Twin Cities Fix and Flip Homes - November 20, 2014 

Twin Cities House Flipping Secrets Emerge – April 17, 2014 

Minneapolis House Flippers Become Landlords – November 5, 2013 

Twin Cities Home Flippers Can Flop If You Over-Remodel April 18, 2014 

How To Fix And Flip Minneapolis Homes For Profit – November 6, 2013 


